The Federal Government did not invent the concept of the unilateral option, pursuant to which a purchaser is permitted unilaterally to procure additional supplies or services that have been specifically defined in an underlying contract. Unilateral options are a familiar piece of many commercial contracts. However, perhaps no purchaser of large quantities of supplies and services relies upon the unilateral option vehicle more than the Federal Government. The option vehicle is particularly useful to the Federal Government given the many constraints under which it operates in purchasing supplies and services. Not the least of these are the cumbersome appropriations process, for most purchases an annual exercise, which must be completed before the Government may make specific purchases, and the paramount constraints of often lengthy procurement competitions imposed by the Competition in Contracting Act. Accordingly, Contracting Officers frequently include options in procurement contracts that provide the Government with the unilateral right to purchase additional supplies or services without further competition if needs subsequently arise and appropriations are provided. This stands true for all types of contracts, whether fixed price or cost reimbursement, for commercial or noncommercial items, and even in indefinite-delivery, indefinite-quantity and requirements contracts.
While the unilateral right to exercise an option is extremely beneficial to the Government, it comes with considerable constraints for the contractor. This is because the party that is to perform, the contractor under a Government contract, typically agrees one or more years before option performance will commence to perform at set prices, quantities, and/or delivery schedules. Courts and boards of contract appeals have carved very specific rules that guide the Government and contractors when the Government elects to exercise an option. The sum of these rules posits that the contractor is entitled to know at the time it executes the underlying contract that contains one or more unilateral options precisely what performance it will be required to deliver under each option and at what price. Since the contractor is committing to deliver its performance in the future, often for many years at set prices, the Government is required to (1) define with specificity in each option the terms under which the contractor will be required to perform and (2) exercise each option strictly in accordance with its terms, without changes or deviations. Imposition of these rules allows contractors to prepare informed proposals in response to solicitations that contain options, which in turn reduces overall procurement costs to the Government as contractors forgo inclusion of contingency pricing factors in their proposals aimed at covering uncertainties associated with performing options under ill-defined terms.

The most salient, and judicially examined, rule that flows from these legal principles is that the Government must exercise an option strictly in accordance with its terms. Accordingly, where it wishes to exercise an option, the Government is required to issue in writing an unconditional, unequivocal, timely exercise of the option. While a contractor can agree, or through conduct consent, to waive one or more of these requirements, the contractor is not required to do so. A contractor can refuse to perform an option that has been improperly exercised, and it is permitted to discontinue all performance where the contract has expired prior to the Government’s effective exercise of an option. Where a contractor continues performance of a contract at the Government’s direction following the Government’s improper exercise of an option, the contractor is entitled to reimbursement of its costs and reasonable profit under the theory of constructive change to the contract.

Competition in the federal procurement market is intensifying. Contractors must sharpen their proposal pencils, and Government acquisition officials must demand more efficient use of procurement funds. Both contractor personnel and Government acquisition officials would do well to understand their rights and obligations as they agree to provisions that will govern out-year performance under a contract and, of course, when they prepare to proceed with that performance. This Briefing Paper discusses (a) the use of options in Government contracts, including the Federal Acquisition Regulation clauses that govern their use and the types of options available to a CO, (b) how options can be properly, and improperly, exercised and the consequences, and (c) a contractor’s alternatives in the event that it believes an option has been improperly exercised. Finally, we offer some suggested guidelines for use by contractor and Government representatives as they employ, exercise, and perform unilateral options.
What Is An Option?

An option is a “unilateral right in a contract by which, for a specified time, the Government may elect to purchase additional supplies or services called for by the contract, or may elect to extend the term of the contract.” Inclusion of an option in a contract does not require the Government to exercise the option. Inclusion merely gives the Government the right, in its sole discretion, to purchase additional quantities of supplies or services or to extend the contract performance period; the option is unilateral. Options offer the Government flexibility to require continued contract performance when a contract is advantageous to the Government.

This is not to say that the Government has completely unfettered discretion in deciding whether or not it will exercise an option. Before exercising an option, the Government is required to determine that exercise of the option is “the most advantageous method of fulfilling the Government’s need, price and other factors considered.” When the Government believes it can obtain better pricing or other terms more favorable than those applicable under the option, it can elect not to exercise the option and instead conduct a new procurement. Similarly, it can elect not to procure the items at all. As discussed below, because options often create an advantage for the option holder, an option must be exercised strictly in accordance with its terms. Any attempt the Government makes to change to the terms or conditions of the option upon exercise renders the attempted exercise a counteroffer that may then be accepted or rejected by the offeree (the contractor).

Options In Government Contracts

FAR Clauses Governing Options

FAR Part 17, “Special Contracting Methods,” controls the use of options in Government contracts. FAR 17.107 informs the CO that options may be beneficial in Government contracts and states that the regulations governing use of options are available at FAR Subpart 17.2, “Options.” By its terms, FAR Subpart 17.2 does not apply to (a) services involving the construction, alteration, or repair (including dredging, excavating, and painting) of buildings, bridges, roads, or other kinds of real property, (b) architect-engineer services, and (c) research and development services. However, this provision goes on to state that nothing in FAR Subpart 17.2 precludes the use of options in those types of contracts. The FAR generally allows inclusion of options in a contract when their inclusion is in the Government’s best interest. Inclusion is not in the best interest of the Government when:

1. The foreseeable requirements involve—
   (i) Minimum economic quantities (i.e., quantities large enough to permit the recovery of startup costs and the production of the required supplies at a reasonable price); and
   (ii) Delivery requirements far enough into the future to permit competitive acquisition, production, and delivery.

2. An indefinite quantity or requirements contract would be more appropriate than a contract with options. However, this does not preclude the use of an indefinite quantity contract or requirements contract with options.

The FAR also provides that the CO may not include options in a contract when:

1. The contractor will incur undue risks; e.g., the price or availability of necessary materials or labor is not reasonably foreseeable;

2. Market prices for the supplies or services involved are likely to change substantially; or

3. The option represents known firm requirements for which funds are available unless—
   (i) The basic quantity is a learning or testing quantity; and
   (ii) Competition for the option is impracticable once the initial contract is awarded.

Types Of Options

There are two primary types of options included in Government contracts: (1) options to increase quantities and (2) options to extend the term of the contract. Options for increased quantity are governed by FAR 52.217-6, “Option for Increased Quantity,” or FAR 52.217-7, “Option for Increased Quantity—Separately Priced Line Item.” Both of these clauses include blanks that must be filled in by the CO identifying when the CO must notify the contractor of its intent to exercise the option.
Options to extend the term of the contract are governed by FAR 52.217-8, “Option To Extend Services,” and FAR 52.217-9, “Option To Extend the Term of the Contract.”¹⁷ FAR 52.217-8 allows the CO to extend services under the contract for a maximum of six months.¹⁸ FAR 52.217-9 is the most commonly used option clause and it allows the CO to extend the contract for the option periods identified in the contract, which generally are in one-year increments. Thus, if a contract is awarded with one base year and four one-year options, the CO would need to exercise each of the four one-year option periods by following the requirements in FAR 52.217-9. Like the FAR provisions governing options to increase quantities, these two option provisions used to extend the contract performance period include blanks for the CO to fill in with the required notice period to exercise the option, and, in the case of FAR 52.217-9, the time by which the CO must give preliminary notice to the contractor of its intent to exercise the option.¹⁹

Finally, FAR 52.237-3, “Continuity of Services,” while not truly an “option” clause, allows the CO to extend performance of services during the transition period after expiration of a contract for a period of up to 90 days.²⁰ This clause includes a requirement that the CO notify the contractor in writing that continuity of services will be required, but it does not include the same fill-in-the-blank notice requirements included in the option clauses previously discussed.²¹

■ Which Option Clause Applies?

When more than one FAR clause applies to the exercise of an option, the CO can choose which clause to use. The clause chosen by the CO can have differing effects on contract pricing. If the CO extends a contract under FAR 52.217-8, “Option To Extend Services,” or increases quantities under FAR 52.217-6 or -7, the terms of the contract govern performance and payment during the option period.²² When a CO exercises an option under FAR 52.217-9, “Option To Extend the Term of the Contract,” the contract schedule determines contract pricing.²³ When a CO extends services during a transition period under FAR 52.237-3, “Continuity of Services,” the contractor is entitled to be compensated its actual costs plus a reasonable profit.²⁴

When the CO has a temporary need to extend services at the end of a contract or while a new competition is ongoing, there are two clauses available: FAR 52.217-8, “Option To Extend Services,” and FAR 52.237-3, “Continuity of Services.” As discussed above, the contractor’s compensation under these two clauses is very different, with the former maintaining current contract pricing and the latter allowing the contractor to recover actual costs plus profit.²⁵ If the CO chooses to extend the contract under FAR 52.217-8, the contractor may be required to perform up to six additional months at the current rates under which it is performing at the time the contract expires.²⁶ If the contractor chooses to extend the contract under FAR 52.237-3, the contractor may be required to perform up to 90 days and will be paid its reasonable expenses associated with the phase-in/phase-out work performed plus a fee (profit) not to exceed a pro rata portion of the fee under the contract.²⁷ As long as the option is properly exercised, the CO generally may decide which clause to use.²⁸

In Glasgow Investigative Solutions, Inc.,²⁹ the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals held that the CO properly exercised a series of consecutive options under FAR 52-217-8, which allows the CO to extend services for a period of up to six months. The contractor argued that the Government could not extend the contract under FAR 52.217-8 until all options under FAR 52.217-9 had been exercised.³⁰ The contractor further argued that the CO could not use FAR 52.217-8 to create month-to-month option periods and instead month-to-month options were only permitted under FAR 52.237-3, “Continuity of Services.”³¹ The ASBCA disagreed. Relying on Griffin Services, Inc.,³² the ASBCA found that the Government’s use of FAR 52.217-8 was proper, and it rejected the contractor’s claim for an equitable adjustment under FAR 52.237-3.³³

In Griffin, the contractor entered into a fixed-price contract for certain operation, repair, and maintenance services at the Defense Logistics Agency headquarters.³⁴ The contractor quickly learned that it had underbid the contract, and
when the Government sought to exercise the first contract option under FAR 52.217-9, “Option To Extend the Term of the Contract,” in an untimely manner, the contractor refused to accept the Government’s option exercise. Instead, it agreed to waive the untimely option exercise if the Government would agree to an equitable adjustment of the contract price to compensate it for its losses. The Government refused and instead decided to conduct a new competition. While the new competition was ongoing, the CO extended Griffin’s contract under FAR 52.217-8, “Option To Extend Services.” In fact, the CO issued three modifications under this clause extending the contract’s performance period: one on September 23, 1997, extending the contract through October 31, 1997; a second on October 24, 1997, extending the contract through December 31, 1997; and a third on December 30, 1997, extending the contract through March 31, 1998.

The parties agreed that the contractor timely received notice of the first two options, but the contractor alleged that it did not receive the December 30, 1997 notice until January 2, 1998, which was after the contract already had expired. The Government did not dispute that the contractor received this third option notice after the contract had expired. At the direction of the Government, the contractor continued to perform through March 31, 1998, after which it filed a claim arguing that it was entitled to reimbursement of its costs and a reasonable profit as contemplated by FAR 52.237-3. The contractor argued that the Government could not properly invoke FAR 52.217-8 to extend the contract beyond the maximum contract term specified in FAR 52.217-9(c). Affirming the U.S. Court of Federal Claims, the Federal Circuit disagreed. The court expressly rejected the contractor’s argument that FAR 52.217-8 is limited by the language in FAR 52.217-9(c) that identifies the maximum length of the contract, in this case five years. Instead, the court limited the language of FAR 52.217-9(c) to FAR 52.217-9 itself, finding it did not limit other potential options contained in the contract including FAR 52.217-8, “Option To Extend Services.”

Arko also is instructive in that it distinguishes the type of services that can be performed under FAR 52.217-8 from those performed under FAR 52.237-3. The Federal Circuit explained that if the contractor would be performing the same type of services during the option period that it had performed during contract performance, the Government should utilize FAR 52.217-8, “Option To Extend Services.” However, if the contractor would be performing a different type of services under the phase-in, phase-out portion of the contract, the appropriate clause is FAR 52.237-3, Continuity of Services. This case is silent regarding what happens when the services to be performed by the contractor...
during the transition period are a combination of new and existing services.

**Exercising Options**

**Strict Compliance Rule**

An option must be exercised, i.e., accepted, strictly in compliance with its terms.\(^{58}\) As explained by the Eighth Circuit:\(^{59}\)

The acceptance of an option, to be effectual, must be unqualified, absolute, unconditional, unequivocal, unambiguous, positive, without reservation, and according to the terms or conditions of the option.\(...\) An acceptance of an option must be such a compliance with the conditions as to bind both parties, and if it fails to do so it binds neither.

Generally, any attempt to alter the terms or conditions of the option renders the attempted exercise ineffective.\(^{60}\) The altered terms render the attempted option exercise a counteroffer that must then be accepted by the contractor before becoming effective.\(^{61}\) Substantial compliance with the terms of an option clause is insufficient.\(^{62}\) An unauthorized attempt by the Government to exercise an option may render the attempted exercise ineffective.\(^{63}\) However, a restatement of terms in the option exercise that already are included in the contract will not render the option exercise ineffective.\(^{64}\)

For example, in *Contel Page Services, Inc.*, the CO exercised an option subject to availability of funds.\(^{65}\) The contractor argued that the inclusion of the availability of funds requirement rendered the attempted option exercise ineffective.\(^{66}\) The ASBCA disagreed, holding that because the availability of funds clause already was included in the contract, the option exercise was definite and effective.\(^{67}\) The board distinguished this case from *Lear Siegler, Inc.*,\(^{68}\) where it held that the inclusion of an availability of funds in an option exercise varied the terms and conditions of the contract and rendered the option exercise ineffective.\(^{69}\) However, an important distinction in *Lear Siegler* is that, unlike in *Contel*, the availability of funds clause was not already included in the contract.\(^{70}\)

Any attempt to change the quantity of work under an option will generally render its attempted exercise invalid.\(^{71}\) This principle is found in *Grumman Technical Services, Inc.*,\(^{72}\) where the ASBCA held that an attempted option exercise by the Government that eliminated a line item from the option was invalid.\(^{73}\) However, when the contract specifically allows the Government flexibility to alter the quantity in an option period, an option exercising a different quantity than that identified in the clause may be proper.\(^{74}\) In *International Transducer Corp. v. United States*,\(^{75}\) for example, the Government exercised an option at quantities lower that those identified in the contract for certain items.\(^{76}\) The contractor performed under protest and after completion of the option period filed a claim for its increased costs associated with performing a reduced quantity.\(^{77}\) Relying on language in the option clause that allowed the Government to require the contractor to provide “all or part” of the items during the option period, the Court of Federal Claims found the option exercise by the Government proper.\(^{78}\)

*C. General Dynamics Corp.*,\(^{79}\) is an example of how wrong things can go for the Government when it does not properly exercise its options. In this case, the contractor was awarded a contract for upgrade kits for radar units.\(^{80}\) The contract included options that allowed the Government to purchase additional quantities of the kits in increments of 5-10-15-20.\(^{81}\) The Government sought to exercise an option under the contract for six kits.\(^{82}\) The contractor advised the Government that it could provide five kits as permitted by the option, and it offered an additional price for the sixth requested test kit.\(^{83}\) In addition, the Government directed a delivery schedule that differed from the schedule set forth in the option clause.\(^{84}\) The contractor immediately advised the Government that its proposed delivery schedule differed from that contained in the contract, and the Government told the contractor that it would correct the delivery schedule included in the option.\(^{85}\) However, the contractor did not receive the written correction until the day after the notice period for the option expired.\(^{86}\)

Citing the well-settled rule that options must be timely exercised, the ASBCA found the Government’s attempted option exercise ineffective.\(^{87}\) The expiration of the time required to exercise an option terminates the power of acceptance,
and the Government’s oral statement that it would correct the option exercise did not remedy the situation. The board also reiterated the general rule that notice of an option exercise is effective upon receipt by the party to be notified unless otherwise agreed. This case teaches several valuable lessons related to options. Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, all of the following will render an attempted option exercise invalid: (1) order of a quantity different from that specified in the contract, (2) alterations to the delivery schedule, (3) attempted oral corrections to an otherwise invalid option, and (4) failure to ensure time delivery to the contractor of an exercised option.

**Exceptions To The Strict Compliance Rule**

There are a few exceptions to the strict compliance rule. For example, if a contractor leads the Government to believe that it can exercise the option without strictly complying with the option clause, the contractor will be estopped from asserting the strict compliance rule. In *Ampex Corp.*, the GSBCA held that the contractor was estopped from challenging an option exercise as untimely when the contractor’s employee had told the Government that the option notice could be sent by TWX rather than in writing, as required by the option clause. This was true despite the fact that neither the contractor employee nor the Government employee had actual authority to bind the respective parties to the contract.

Another exception to the strict compliance rule is an ambiguity in the contract language. In *BMY-Combat Systems*, the ASBCA found language that required the Government to exercise an option within “30 days after completion of [initial production testing]” ambiguous and held that the option was timely exercised by the Government when exercised within 30 days of the Government’s final approval of the IPT report.

An option also may be properly exercised where the language purporting to exercise the option is not completely clear. In this situation, the court or board looks at the total import of the communications from the Government to the contractor to determine whether an option is validly exercised in strict accordance with its terms regardless of whether the Government’s attempt to exercise the option is grammatically correct. A similar issue exists when the contract is unclear regarding the final date for exercising the option. In such cases, the boards have looked to the entire agreement to determine the date by which the option must be exercised.

**An Option Must Be Exercised In Writing**

The vast majority of option clauses require that notice of intent to exercise an option—and actual exercise of an option—must be provided by the Government in writing. When the contract requires written notice, oral notice of an option exercise generally is insufficient. For example, the Department of Transportation Board of Contract Appeals refused to compensate the contractor for work performed on an option that had been orally discussed with the captain of a ship but that had not been exercised in writing. The board held that when the contractor “for reasons of its own, elected to commence the…work without receiving official notice of the exercise of those options… it did so at its own risk.”

**An Option Exercise Must Be Timely**

An option must be exercised by the time identified in the option clause. If there is not a time identified in the option clause, the option must be exercised during the performance period then in effect. An option does not need to be exercised by modification to the contract in order to be timely and effective; written notice by the CO expressing unequivocal intent to exercise the option under its stated terms by the date required is sufficient for a valid option exercise.

To be effective, an option must be received by the contractor in accordance with the notice requirements in the option clause. In *Jim Phillips Contracting, Inc.*, for example, the Government awarded a contract to the contractor to provide road work in Idaho. By the time the Government issued a task order and the contractor was able
to mobilize to the job site, winter had settled in and the contractor was unable to perform that season. The CO said that she timely exercised the first option period by mailing notification to the contractor prior to the contract end date as required by the contract. However, the modification purporting to extend contract performance was not received by the contractor until several months later. Having performed no work under the contract, the contractor filed a claim for $655,000, the guaranteed minimum in the contract. The CO denied the claim, and the contractor appealed to the Department of the Interior Board of Contract Appeals. The IBCA found that the option was not properly exercised by the Government because it was not timely received by the contractor. The IBCA also found that the Government had the burden of proof to show that timely notification had been provided to the contractor and in this case it was unable to make such a showing. While the IBCA found that the contractor was entitled to compensation because of the Government’s breach of the guaranteed minimum, it limited the contractor’s recovery in this case to the contractor’s estimated profit had it performed the contract.

In another case involving timely exercise of an option, Cessna Aircraft Co., the ASBCA rejected several arguments by the contractor that the Government’s attempt to exercise an option was untimely where the evidence showed that notification of the option exercise was transmitted by the Government to the contractor by fax machine on a Saturday. This case involved a contentious dispute between the Government and the contractor and an option that, by the contract’s terms, had to be exercised no later than October 1, 1988, a Saturday. The Government exercised the option by sending a facsimile to the contractor on October 1, 1988. The contractor raised a variety of theories by which it deemed the option exercise ineffective including that (1) the option should have been exercised by September 30, 1988, the last day of the contract period, (2) exercise by facsimile was improper, and (3) the option was not timely exercised because there were no contractor personnel at the office on Saturday to receive the option so the option was not actually received by contractor personnel until Monday, October 3, 1988. The ASBCA rejected all of these arguments and found that delivery by fax machine on the date specified in the contract by which the option had to be exercised was valid. The ASBCA went on to find that the contractor, which had actual knowledge that the Government intended to fax notification of the option exercise on Saturday, October 1, 1988, was estopped from contending that the option was not actually received on October 1.

Contractor Remedies

A contractor generally has no remedy if the Government chooses not to exercise an option. There are limited exceptions to this rule such as a showing of bad faith on the part of Government personnel. However, absent a bad faith showing, the decision not to exercise an option is within the sole discretion of the CO. When a contractor believes that an option exercise is ineffective, it must choose whether to perform the contract as if the option were validly exercised, perform the contract under protest, or refuse performance. Each of these alternatives is discussed in further detail below.

- Continued Performance

When faced with an improperly exercised option, the contractor can choose to continue to perform the contract as if the option were properly exercised. The contractor can always choose to waive deficiencies in an exercised option. The contractor can always choose to waive deficiencies in an exercised option. In fact, if a contractor fails to timely notify the Government of alleged deficiencies in an option exercise, it later may be estopped from challenging the effectiveness of the option exercise.

- Performance Under Protest

If a contractor believes that an option has been improperly exercised, it must notify the Government of the improprieties in the attempted exercise and can continue to perform the contract under protest. Performance under protest brings performance under the contract’s “Disputes” clause, which requires continued performance through resolution of a dispute. If the contractor prevails on its
challenge to the invalid option exercise, the contractor will be entitled to an equitable adjustment for a constructive change under the “Changes” clause in the contract. This will allow the contractor to receive compensation for all actual costs incurred in performing the invalid option plus a reasonable profit.

However, as discussed above, the contractor must notify the Government when it believes the option was improperly exercised and it is performing under protest. If the contractor continues performance in silence after an ineffective option, it may be deemed to waive its request for a price adjustment under the contract.

### Refusal To Perform

A third alternative for the contractor when it believes that an option is improperly exercised is to refuse to perform the contract. However, this alternative is not without risk. If the option is one to extend the term of the contract and the option is untimely or not exercised in accordance with its terms, the contractor may notify the Government of its improper option exercise and refuse to perform. If the contractor is correct, it will be excused from performance. An ineffective option exercise by the Government creates a right for the contractor to refuse the option, which, under an option to extend the term of the contract, would excuse performance. However, if the contractor is incorrect, the Government may terminate the contract for default. In such case, the contractor will not be permitted to convert the termination for default to a termination for convenience and the termination for default will remain on its past performance record.

If the option is for an increased quantity, the contractor stops performance at its peril. In this situation, the contractor should attempt to continue to perform the contract under protest and file a claim with the CO at the conclusion of contract performance. This principle was clearly articulated by the Federal Circuit in [*Alliant Techsystems, Inc. v. United States*](#). Here, the contractor entered into a contract with the Government to demilitarize bombs. The contract included an option clause that allowed the Government to increase the quantity of bombs per month to be dematerialized. The CO attempted to exercise the option in the contract to increase the number of bombs that the contractor must demilitarize but at a different rate than what was identified in the contract. The contractor objected on two grounds: (1) the CO attempted to exercise the option after the time identified in the contract, and (2) the CO attempted to exercise the option at a quantity that was not contemplated by the option clause. The CO rejected the contractor’s challenge to his exercise of the option and ordered performance by the contractor at the increased quantity required.

The contractor sought relief from the Court of Federal Claims, which held that the option exercise was valid and the contractor was required to perform, albeit at a lower rate per month than that ordered by the CO. Both the contractor and the Government appealed this ruling to the Federal Circuit. The Federal Circuit held that the CO’s attempt to exercise the option was invalid. While the court agreed with the Government that the option exercise was timely, it agreed with the contractor that the delivery rate included in the option was inconsistent with the option’s stated terms and thus rendered the attempted exercise of the option invalid. The court then went on to find that the contractor was obligated to perform under the “Disputes” clause in the contract. Here, the court held that the increased quantity of bombs requested by the CO was not a “drastic modification” such that it would be construed as a cardinal change and thus the contractor was not excused from performance.

### Conclusion

As this Briefing Paper shows, while options are a routine part of Government contracts, there are nuisances to their use that must be understood by both contractors and COs. Both parties to a contract that includes options should know and understand these nuisances to understand their rights and obligations under option clauses and to reduce the likelihood of disputes that may arise through use of options.
Contractor

1. Know and understand what option clauses are in your contracts.

2. Know and understand the notification requirements in each option clause. If the CO provides a copy of the contract without the blanks in the FAR clause appropriately completed, make sure that the blanks are completed as soon as possible. If the contract is already awarded when you notice the blanks have not been filled in, request a contract modification to clarify when the Government must provide notice of intent to exercise the option(s) in the contract and when the Government actually must exercise the option(s).

3. If the Government improperly exercises an option, decide whether you wish to proceed with the contract.

4. If you wish to reject an improper option exercise, notify the Government immediately in writing that the option exercise was invalid and you are performing under protest. In the communication, identify the reasons why you believe the option exercise is invalid. Keep thorough and accurate records of all communications with the CO and follow up any oral conversations in writing.

5. If you believe that the Government has improperly exercised an option, fully understand the potential consequences before deciding how to proceed. Think twice about stopping performance when the Government is demanding performance. The more prudent decision may be to continue performance under protest and file a claim to recoup excess costs expended during performance.

6. If you are performing under protest or the Government extends contract performance under FAR 52.237-3, “Continuity of Services,” make sure you keep accurate books and records of all expenses incurred during continued contract performance.

7. If the Government elects not to exercise an option, determine whether the decision was made in bad faith or was arbitrary and capricious. Remember that it is very hard to prevail on a claim that the Government’s decision not to exercise an option is improper.

Government

1. Know and understand the regulations governing options including under what circumstances option clauses should be included in a contract. Include all necessary and required option clauses in applicable contracts.

2. Make sure all blanks included in option clauses are filled in with unambiguous terms. If the clauses are not filled in at the time of contract award, modify the contract as soon as practicable to identify the dates by which options must be noticed and exercised or to correct any ambiguities.

3. If the timing of an option is tied to a performance milestone in the contract and the performance milestone is revised or the time to perform is extended, make sure the modification that revises the performance milestone clearly addresses how the modification affects the option clause in the contract.

4. Be aware of deadlines to exercise options to ensure timely exercise when it is in the Government’s best interest to exercise options.

5. Make sure that option exercises are unequivocal and in strict accordance with the terms of the option unless otherwise agreed to by the contractor. Do not include any terms in the option exercise that are not already included in the underlying contract.

6. Make sure all notifications of intent to exercise options and actual exercise of options are made in writing.

7. If extended performance is necessary under FAR 52.217-8, “Option To Extend Services,” or FAR 52.217-9, “Continuity of Services,” be aware of the shorter maximum time limits of six months and 90 days, respectively.
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